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Blindfold (disambiguation) - Wikipedia
Blindfold definition, to prevent or occlude sight by covering
(the eyes) with a cloth, bandage, or the like; cover the eyes
of. See more.
Blindfold | Definition of Blindfold by Merriam-Webster
The kidnappers tied him up and blindfolded him. These example
sentences are selected automatically from various online news
sources to reflect current usage of the word 'blindfold.'
Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion
of Merriam-Webster or its editors.
Blindfold dictionary definition | blindfold defined
A blindfold is a garment, usually of cloth, tied to one's head
to cover the eyes to disable the wearer's sight. Blindfold may
also refer to: Blindfold ( film), a.
Blindfold dictionary definition | blindfold defined
A blindfold is a garment, usually of cloth, tied to one's head
to cover the eyes to disable the wearer's sight. Blindfold may
also refer to: Blindfold ( film), a.

#blindfold hashtag on Instagram • Photos and Videos
blindfold meaning, definition, what is blindfold: a piece of
cloth that covers someone's e: Learn more.
blindfold - Wiktionary
blindfold (plural blindfolds). A covering, usually a I put a
blindfold over my boyfriend's eyes and told him I had a
surprise for him. Something that obscures.
blindfold | meaning of blindfold in Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English | LDOCE
The Wine. They thought if he couldn't see the world, then he
wouldn't make his mark. But a blindfold won't hold him back.
It just heightens his other senses.
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Snow soon finds himself caught in the middle and out of
desperation, he falls in with a mysterious and Blindfold woman
named Vicky Blindfold. You all would not have guessed some of.
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Anex-con,onceacop,nowworkingassecurityBlindfoldacollege,decidesto
Sonora, Mexico, native revolutionary Yaqui Joe robs a bank to
buy arms Blindfold his oppressed people, but finds himself
sought by an American lawman and the Mexican Army. Language:
English Italian.
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